
Chapter 1 A Biblical survey of satanic deception
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 2 Believers too readily accept anything supernatural as being from God
 3 Knowledge through scripture and experience.                                   
Standing against God and defending the devil in ignorance.
 8 War right up to the day of Jesus Christ
11-12 Deception 
16 Deceiving spirits in the latter times. Doctrinal deception.
18 Deception and counterfeit revelation by injecting thoughts and       
suggestions.
     Direct communication with the mind.
     Acceptance of teachings by deceived teachers
 i.e. because we believe they are holy so it must be true.
 19 satan uses good men to float his lies. False teachers vs deceived 
teachers.
 21 All thought and belief are either truth or deception either from God or 
from the enemy.
      Only truth dispels deception
      The effects on God’s Word by teachings from evil spirits
      All truth is in harmony with the written Word of God
 21,22 satan’s goal to distort the Word of God
 26 Knowledge of the truth is our primary safeguard against deception.



Chapter 2 The satanic confederacy of wicked spirits
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 29, 30 The church of the 20th century 
 31 The enemy is bent upon the eternal ruin of the human race.
       Search the scriptures for knowledge of the enemy’s character and how 
he is able to possess us and use our bodies
 32 satan is more than a tempter… description of the adversary.
 33 satan is not omnipresent but able to transpose himself with lightning 
velocity.
 36, 37 Description of evil spirits and their characteristics.
 38 Evil spirits actions and how they work
 39 How familiar evil spirits counterfeit departed relatives ie the dead since 
they study us all our lives.
 40 evil spirits attack and deceive every human being without exception 
when they find the required conditions fulfilled.
 42 satan fighting against satan to achieve or cover a greater scheme to 
advance his kingdom
 44 evil spirits ceaseless aim is to deceive every single person
      Ignorance about the enemy leads to deception and possession.
      Believers of the 20th century, with few exceptions are unable to 
recognize and deal with the enemy. 



Chapter 3 Deception by evil spirits in modern times
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 48 faithfulness to light and honesty of purpose are not a guarantee of 
protection from deception.
 50 A closed mind is a guarantee of deception
      All that is supernatural is not of God 
      The danger of abandonment to the spiritual
 51 misconceptions about the Holy Spirit and praying to the Holy Spirit
 53 Counterfeit gifts
 54, 55 spirits already present from old may manifest masquerading as 
spirits of God after the baptism of the Holy Spirit. 
       Some believers will remain deceived until the end
 55, 56 Wrong interpretation of truth (ie opinions) is perilous.
        conceptions and “views” of the truth vs real truth
 56, 57 God wants us to examine and judge all things
 58, 59 Truth is the 1st essential in warfare. Knowledge and truth are victory 
over satan as a liar and deceiver 
       Attitudes toward knowledge and safety in neutrality.    
 60 The safety of neutrality until truth is 100% certain 
 60,61 Misconceptions about the power of the Blood
 63 Praying to the Holy Spirit
 64,65,66 10 Misconceptions of truth that can bring about a passive 
condition.
       Surrender of will, reason, judgement and mind. Waiting on God etc.
 66 Table of misinterpretations of truth



Chapter 4 Passivity the chief basis of possession
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 68 Definition of “possession” 
 69 Every false thought suggested and accepted is grounds.
       Every unused faculty invites attempted use of it by evil spirits
       Passivity = cessation of the active exercise of the will over spirit, soul 
and body
 70 Passivity is opposite of activity  
       Loss of free will in the sense of actively willing and choosing to do 
God’s will
       God requires co-operation and our full use of every faculty in us.
 71 Persons who are open to passivity.
 72 The 3 classes of believers 
 73 Passivity of the will.
 74 God never wills in place of man. 
Man is responsible for his choices
 75 God only works through the active volition of a man.
      Passivity of the mind.
     The greater the brain power in a man, the more God can make use of it.
 76 Passivity of the imagination, passivity of the mind - feels like a weight or 
pressure on the head 
 78 The devil will do anything to engender passivity in the spirit, mind or 
body.
 77,78 Passivity of conscience… ceasing to use reasoning.
 80 Passivity of the faculties and consciousness 
       Worry about the past or future checks/quenches the spirit
       As soon as resistance or attitude of resistance stops, passivity quickly 
sets in “like a stone sinking in water”
 82 The cultivation of passivity can be accumulated for years.
 83 Multitudes of the children of God are held in bondage while they are 
ignorant to it.
       Truth can be a shock when it is realized.
 85 The devil uses truth to launch his lies. 
 86,87   Misinterpretation of “dying to self” leading to passivity
       Teachings from demons (doctrines of demons) can be based on 
misinterpretation of truth



 88 Unconscious channelings and the source of it.
 88+89 Suffering used as control
 90 Evil spirits try and arouse rebellion towards God by what they do
       Abnormal suffering is a chief symptom of possession. 
 92 As passivity came about gradually, it also ends gradually as it is 
detected and destroyed.
 93 Deliverance from passivity, knowledge and refusal of ground



Chapter 5 Deception and possession
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  94,95 Taking hold of our faculties
      Dulling the hearing or even shutting our ears. (Hebrews 5:11)
      Different types of sin and the effects of it.  
 95 Acceptance of deception and or sin.  i.e.: ground given admits demons.  
demons then manifest and wrong      
       interpretation of the manifestation gives more ground for believing 
more lies.
 97 Possession of the outer man in believers
 97,98,99 Dual streams of power
 100   satan uses truth to float his lies mixing deception with truth…... 99% 
truth and 1% lies.
 101   Free will. Grounds by consent… knowingly or unknowingly.
 102 Table of diagnosis …how they deceive, ground given, symptoms, 
excuses and effects.
 104 God will not control us like a machine or automaton. 
 105 Counterfeits of satan including satan counterfeiting himself.
 106,107 satan working on our senses
 110 Ground cannot be cast out and casting out is not the only form or way 
to deliverance.
 111 Deliverance from deception comes from being undeceived 
        Casting out demons that gained entrance through deception only 
gives temporary relief with the evil spirits returning quickly to the house.
        Deliverance by un-deception vs casting out. …truth dispels deception.
 112   Deliverance requires active exercise of the will to nullify previous 
consent.
 115   We open doors to the enemy during the everyday ordinary 
circumstances of life.
          Counterfeit deliverance.
 117 The enemy will do anything and everything to engender passivity in 
us.
 118 Spiritual growth is hindered or checked by the dulling of our faculties. 
 122 “Devine substitution” of God’s Will for our will turns out to be satanic 
substitution. 123 Possible effects of the crash and fall after being 
undeceived 



Chapter 6 Counterfeits of the Devine
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124 satan’s first big effort in attempting to gain control is getting us to 
accept suggestions as coming from God
       (Also, as being from ourselves)
129 False guidance e.g.: giving up one’s occupation to serve the Lord. The 
devil will use such false guidance
        to break up families.
131 When they are inside, they can make it appear as though they are 
outside in influence and action.
       Suggestions given from without to gain entrance.
131,132 Acceleration of the heartbeat.
132 They study us and measure their workings to suit us. 
        They study us well.
 133 Confession of sin, false sin, confession because of compulsion.
 134 Attack of disease 
 135,136 False guidance from evil spirits.
 137 Ministering angels.
 138 Intervention of Angels or voices from the spirit realm supposedly from 
  God are more than likely counterfeits.
        The Holy Spirit alone is charged to communicate the Will of God to the 
believer and He does so from within the spirit of man enlightening the 
understanding.
138,139,140 Recognizing the voice of the devil and the source of texts / 
scripture
 140 evil spirits adapt their suggestions to every believer according to the 
believer’s knowledge of scripture and other knowledge (i.e.: by experience)
 141 Compulsion.
 142 Obedience to evil spirits even in trivial matters, deepens their hold by 
giving more ground. They work inside the range of the believer’s passive 
obedience to the evil spirits will so as not to awaking the power of 
reasoning in the believer. Passive, unreasoning obedience strengthens evil 
spirits’ hold.
 143 Control by spirits
 144 Counterfeit gifts, healings etc.
        Counterfeit personation of others and even of the believers 
themselves.



 145 Counterfeit love/craving for love.
 146,147 Counterfeit sin. 
         Anything accepted from evil spirits gives them entry and power.
 148 satan counterfeits satan fighting to cover deeper schemes and gain 
greater possession
         Fear of satan and exaggerated impressions of him.
         Fallacy of knowing God as being protection from the enemy.
 149 The aim of evil spirits is to displace the Word of God as the rock-
ground of life.
 150 Familiar spirits impersonating the dead. Impersonating the Lord Jesus 
(another Jesus)
 151 Safety in tenacious faith in the Word of God.
 152 The distinguishing of dreams.
 153 Guarding our nights with prayer.
 

Chapter 7 Ground and symptoms of possession 
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 154 Evil spirits communication with us without grounds vs possession
 155 1000s of thoughts are suggested to us.
         Giving in to suggestions is #1 on the list to ways of giving them 
ground.
         The chief faculty open to the access of evil spirits is the mind. 
         Bringing thoughts captive.
 156 Discerning thoughts and the origins of them by how they enter the 
mind.
         Thoughts lodged unconsciously in the mind, even from years ago, 
can become ground later on
         Some of the enemies’ workings are so subtle and “ordinary” that they 
go unrecognized
         i.e.: just simple inserted thoughts or suggestions.
 157 Symptoms of interference of the mind…. Loss of thought or memory
 158  Attacks on the spirit 
 159 Evil spirits rejoice over their deeds
 162 Where they enter and where they are located



 164 How they affect the body.
         How they affect the vocal chords
 165 Many believers are unable to control gossip, slander or irresponsible 
talking because of evil spirits.
 167,168 Interference with the eyes
 169 Times while listening when different words or even sentences are not 
heard at all.
         Different degrees of interference.
 173 Interference with functioning of the body of all sorts.
 173,174 Manipulation and loss of control of the body.
          Being either unaware or irresponsible or both for one’s actions
 175 Excuses suggested to cover both ground and location.
 176 Wrong interpretation of a manifestation is ground given by further 
acceptance of deception.
         The need to examine all suggestions.
         Evil spirits will keep the believer occupied to keep them from realizing           
the need for deliverance.

Chapter 8 The path to freedom
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 180 Ground cannot be cast out.
 181 There is no deliverance from deception except by acceptance of the 
truth.
         Acceptance of having been deceived is difficult and a hard blow. 
 182 Ignorance, falsehoods and passivity are what the devil uses to build 
strongholds but they are destroyed by truth.
 184 Steps of the path to freedom. 
 185 Column list of the stages of deliverance and dispossession 
 190 Persistent, steady refusal of ground.
         Praying for light on causes of deception.
 191 Fighting through - a fight for the use of free will.
 193 Refusal of all ground. Refusal of the workings of evil spirits
 194 Table of proclamations of refusal against evil spirits
 197 The importance of refusal.
 198 The affecting of the memory.
 199 Take notice thoughts and how they enter.
         Summary of steps to deliverance



         Overcoming passivity.
 199 Hindrances 
 200 Excuses to try and stop deliverance.
 201 The true location of deceiving spirits is usually opposite of where it 
appears to be.
 202 Excuses
 203 Attitude towards the past. No regrets
 204 Steady action or use of the will.
 205 Active cooperation with the Holy Spirit and steady exercise of the 
volition choosing
         freedom instead of bondage.
 206 Removal of ground by the intelligent choice of refusal.

Chapter 9 The volition and spirit of man
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 207 The Holy Spirit works through, in and with the active co-operation of 
the will of the believer. 
 209,210 The natural man vs the Spiritual man.
 210 Declaring the attitude of choice with decisive action in both negative 
and positive positions.
         (proclamations)
 212 The liberation of the will takes place when the believer sees his right 
of choice and deliberately places his will on God’s side.
         Declaring the choice to do God’s will has an effect in the unseen 
world even if we can’t distinguish
         which is which.
 213 From the spirit comes the power to fulfill the choice of the will.
         The mind sees it, the will chooses it and from the man’s spirit comes 
the power to fulfill the will
 214 Through ignorance, it is possible to withdraw the spirit from co-
operation with the Holy Spirit and
         walk after the soul or after the flesh unwittingly. 
 215 How believers ignore their own human spirit.



 215,216 When believers think that the indwelling of the Holy Spirit means 
every movement to be of
         Him, they are especially open to counterfeits because discrimination 
and reasoning isn’t being used.
 217 The spiritual believer is open to the two forces in the spiritual realm. In 
believing that only the Holy Spirit
        can influence him in the spiritual sphere, he is sure to be misled.
 218 Reading our spirit and knowing when we are being “touched by the 
poison of evil spirits”
 219 In coming to a decision, the deciding is an act of mind and will based 
upon the mental process of reasoning or sense of the spirit or both.
 220 In true guidance, spirit and mind ae of one accord.
        ALL true guidance is in harmony with the Scriptures
 221,222 The counterfeit of the human spirit.
 223 Descriptions of the spirit        

Chapter 10 Victory in conflict
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 224 There are various degrees of deception, possession, temptation and 
victory.
 227 Perpetual choice between good and evil.
         The need of learning to discern what is of God and what is of the 
devil.
 228,229 Temptation both visible and hidden.
         Prayer to uncover hidden temptation.
 230 evil spirits counterfeiting the old nature... in evil desires, thoughts, 
words and presentations.
         Accusation can be a counterfeit of conviction.
 231 Fake guilt becomes real.
         Refuse all compulsion to confess sin to others
 232 Feeling wrong versus being wrong. Don’t be guided by “feelings”
 234 Vigorous unflinching warfare against sin against both the fallen nature 
and from tempting of evil spirits.
 235 The devil as an accuser working indirectly through others.
        The enemy using truth with the objective of getting the believer 
involved in evil.
 236 Victory through truth. The devil persistently pours lies on us all day 



long.
         List of type of lies.
          99 parts truths to float one single lie.
 237 Neutrality over ALL supernatural workings until we know the truth of 
what is from God
         Knowing truth allows us to recognize lies.
 238 Is it God or is it satan?
 239 satan will not propose anything for God’s Glory unless he has a 
greater goal or scheme.
         Believers should resist death as an enemy. (prayer is the weapon)
 242 Are the attacks from outside or from within?
         Always refuse ground in any case.
         The value of refusal of ground…. refusal is the opposite of 
acceptance.
         The last words spoken alters, ratifies or nullifies the previous ones.
 243 The choice of the will gives…. the choice of the will withdraws or 
nullifies the previous giving.
         Growth in experimental knowledge means increased protection 
against the deceiving enemy.
         We are protected up to the extent of our knowledge.
 244,245   Refusal of ground.
 246   An excellent proclamation
 247 The fight must be permanent and part of our very lives.
         The strong weapon of victory in declaring deliberately, our basic 
position toward sin and satan as standing on the calvary ground of Romans 
6:6-11
 250 The necessity of warfare prayer.
         Action vs attitude ie: action of the spirit vs attitude mainly of the will.
 252 Some can be drawn from the spiritual sphere to intellectual things and 
be driven to over study.
         Objective vs wile or method vs temptation.
 253 The armor of God.   The armored believer vs the un-armored believer.

Chapter 11 War upon the powers of darkness
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 255 The need of a perpetual daily fight.
 257 A description of evil spirits.
 258 All hell is united against man.
         If you conquer one, you are conquering all.
 260, 261 Clinging to known sin.
 262 The degree of knowledge determines the degree of discernment, 
resistance and authority in wielding 
         the Name of Christ…. whether in casting out evil spirits or dispersing 
them by the light of the truth.
         Knowledge affects faith
 263 Knowledge in use of the will in resistance to the enemy.
         The importance in understanding the workings of the enemy for 
effective prayer against them.
 266 Learn to observe and learn by observation.
         Guard your domain with prayer. Make sure your defences are secure 
before you start the offence.
 267 The enemy uses other believers against you. 
 268, 269   Prayers.   Openness, desire and hunger for truth.
           How evil spirits will cause believers to resist the truth.
 269    Remember to view the evil workings in others as in them but not of 
them.
          Blame the demons! Not the person.
 270   A believer who desires freedom should thankfully receive all truth that 
exposes the enemy.
 271, 272 Fasting.   Mastery over soul and body gives strength to the spirit.
 273 The chief factor in casting or commanding out evil spirits is Faith in the 
power of the Name of Jesus. Any doubt renders the commanding fruitless.
 274, 275 The gift of discernment.
 278 Hindrance to deliverance through ignorance when believers side with 
evil spirits believing suggestions and excuses even when the believer 
sincerely desires freedom.

Chapter 12 Revival dawn
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 281 Few are not deceived by the enemy to some degree.
 Those who cling to the use of their faculties and reasoning are less likely 
to become victim to the adversary’s subtle wiles.
 282 The adversary nets his victims by mixing his workings with the 
workings of God.
283 Revival hour is the occasion for evil spirits to possess and revival 
ceases because of such possession.
        Even the most spiritual believers may become deceived and 
possessed in their outer being through acceptance of counterfeits of God
 284 Failure as the result of revival without war on satan’s kingdom.
 285 Pure revival Devine power in full operation minus sin and satan. 
        Pure revival is life, not cold belief. Spirit… not intellect.
       “Pressure of the enemy in the atmosphere”
 286 How and what to pray for revival
        Pray for light to reach those who have been ensnared into bondage.
 287 There are no physical manifestations of the Baptism of the Holy Spirit.
        The Holy Spirit doesn’t stop a man’s full intelligent action of the mind 
or make him irresponsible of his actions. 
 290 Revival being stopped at the beginning.
 292 Counterfeit holy spirit following the true Holy Spirit is marked by 
separation and division on even trivial, non-essential matters.
 292,293 Conditions for the reception of the Holy Spirit.
 294 Giving ground in the physical frame to evil spirits at the time of the 
influx of the Holy Spirit through ignorance or misconceptions.
       Hindrance from pressing on in the spirit by others who are not in the 
same stage of spiritual life.
 295 Obstacles to the baptism of the Holy Spirit.
 296 The importance of losing every degree of an unforgiving spirit.
 297 Looking for some special mark or sign as evidence of the Baptism of 
the Holy Spirit gives evil spirits the occasion to provide a counterfeit.
       Speaking in tongues.
 298 If one evil spirit can be rendered powerless by prayer, then ALL can be 
conquered.
 299 Why God permits satan’s attacks
        Wrong conceptions of Devine things are destroyed by experience.
 300 Satan’s victims made victors.



 302 Not one living member of the Risen Head can escape attack if he is a 
true “joint” in the Body.
        We are changed by the light of truth.
        The hierarchy of satanic power might delay their judgement for a 
season but God’s purposes will ultimately come to pass.
 

 


